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604) she was called "Vulgate", the vulgos = Latin people, that is, the version of the people, popular.
72 days derives from the name "SEPTUAGINT".. The Latin Vulgate. The Latin Vulgate was also the
first book printed after the invention of printing in 1452 in Mainz, Germany.. The SEPTUAGINT. we
know that the one who had commissioned the disciples to this great work would provide the means
for its realization.. 

The Old Testament was translated directly from Hebrew and the New Testament, revised,
considering the various existing Latin versions.. Today when we see the Scriptures (total and parts)
translated into 2,377 languages,. Philadelphus too had heard of the Scriptures and wanted the
release to enrich its vast library of Alexandria.. Commonly identified by letters LXX. The Greek
language was the language used by God and that soon would serve to bring the Gospel to the known
world.. Ptolemy Philadelphus, who reigned from 285-246 B.C asked the Jewish high priest Eleazar to
send him versed in Scripture teachers to prepare a Greek version.. 

IN TODAY IS ONLY. Wherever he went, the SEPTUAGINT disclosed the prophecies that pointed to the
Messiah.. The Magi who visited the infant Jesus undoubtedly knew this Bible in the East.. And many
of the Jews read this title, because the place where Jesus was crucified was near the city; and it was
written in Hebrew, Greek and Latin.. The Septuagint was one of the means God used for the
preparation of peoples and nations to the advent of the Gospel soon to be announced by Jesus and
his disciples, to get the "fullness of time".. And his name in Latin means "seventy".. For a thousand
years the Latin Vulgate was the Bible of most of Europe and also the basis for many translations into
other languages.. The priest Eleazar chose 72 students (six from each tribe of Israel) and sent them
to Alexandria, who completed the version of 72 days.. 

The Latin was the language spoken by the Romans and important, especially since the last world
empire was the Roman empire.. And Pilate wrote a title and put on the cross; and it was written:
Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews. The Latin Vulgate is a new version of the Bible, prepared by
Jerome.. The Septuagint was the first complete translation of the Old Testament from the original
Hebrew.. TRANSLATION OF THE BIBLE. 

John, in his Gospel, says the title put on the cross of Jesus was also written in Latin.. This Bible was
the most widespread among nations, especially those where were the Jews of the dispersion from
the captivity.. Go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel to every creature.". Until the next
video!. LEGENDS: if any errors in translation, let me know in the comments. Due to the popularity
and diffusion that reached was the time Gregory the Great (A.D. The Latin was deployed as that
empire held its achievements.. 87c6bb4a5b 
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